
Nutrislice Showcase
Digital Signage

An engaging experience your 
customers will love.

Green Stacks

Create an account and use your points for deals on your favorite

Capture 400% more views than static 
displays.

Draw customers in with attractive imagery, highlight 

specials and high-margin items, and incorporate 

visual ads for maximum engagement.

Improve marketing effectiveness by 63%.

Display customized content by time of day, location, 

demographics, and other attributes for highly 

targeted marketing.

Improve customer experience.

Provide a better, faster customer experience with 

menu and nutritional data updated in real time. 

Engaging signage decreases perceived wait time 

by 35%.

Increase sales volume by 32%.

Dynamically influence purchases from customers 

in line and at your points of sale.

Nutrislice Showcase makes it 
easy for foodservice operations 
to create attention-grabbing 
signage by broadcasting 
beautifully branded, real-time 
menus across onsite digital 
screens. With intuitive design 
tools and integrated menus and 
location data, Showcase makes 
modern digital signage easy to 
create and even simpler to 
manage. 

Take menus to the 
main stage with 
Nutrislice Showcase.



A foodservice 
experience that’s 
delightful to deliver.

Nutrislice Showcase empowers 

operations to fully manage and 

build their own branded digital 

signage experiences.

Create displays easily and independently.

Enjoy fully customized designs with our dynamic 

template builder, make changes from anywhere, and 

efficiently manage multiple locations with 

site-specific content. 

Update every screen. Instantly. 

A change to your menus will automatically update 

across all of your platforms, so you can say “goodbye” 

to manually adjusting signage across every location.

Save time.

Automated menu cycles and advanced scheduling 

of presentations take the painful work out of cycle 

menus, limited time offers, holidays, event 

advertising, and more.

Deploy at scale quickly.

Whether you have 10 or 200+ sites, we can get 

your sites live fast with implementation packages 

for software, hardware, and installation services.

What Nutrislice brings to the table.

Purpose-built for non-commercial 

foodservice.

A flexible Customer Experience Platform.

Fully integrated with major menu planning 

systems.

Enterprise functionality to easily manage 

numerous locations and brands.

Unparalleled service.

Successfully deployed across more than 

26,000 locations worldwide.

www.nutrisl ice .com

MenuImage Ticker

Weather Embed

Text Video

Clock

Customize
your menus
everything!
menus | logos | photos | widgets


